
YOU ARE INVITED
to our Grand Opening Events

Please mark your calendars for our 
special events in October and join us if 

you can. On Saturday October 6  
and Sunday October 7, we will 

host tours for the Heritage Hill Tour of 
Historic Homes at 920 Cherry Street 

SE. On Sunday October 7 we will also 
hold an ecumenical worship service 
at Eastern Avenue CRC at 2:00p.m., 
followed by tours of our building for 

interested clergy members. The formal 
ribbon cutting ceremony is scheduled 

for Thursday, October 25. The 
Community Open House will be held 

Saturday, October 27 with tours and 
refreshments, 1:00-4:00p.m.

Making places to come home to.

Blueprints
We are delighted to inform you that we exceeded our charitable gift goal in the 

capital campaign and were able to secure the $500,000 Kresge challenge grant. Upon 
reviewing our final report, Kresge wrote to congratulate ICCF and inform us the check 
would be coming the first week in August. Beyond the original goal, ICCF is seeking 
gifts that will be used to meet overruns in expenses. Demolition and subsequent work 
have provided 
a number of 
add-ons. But 
the challenges 
have been met, 
the move-in is 
scheduled for 
August 31, and the 
staff is excited!
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Project Cornerstone Comes to Successful Conclusion 
Sunday afternoon, June 3, was wet and rainy. But the weather 

could not dampen the enthusiasm of the Calvin Christian High 
School students, parents, and guests who attended the Open House 
at 4520 Hyde Park. They were celebrating the conclusion of a 
house partnership with ICCF. Everyone who came remarked on 
the beauty of the high-ceilinged living room, the intricate wood 

floor pattern in the dining room, the attractive finished basement, 
the windowed garage, and the neatly landscaped yard. FOX 17 
news sent a photographer with continued on page 2
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It has been better than 3½ years since 
ICCF made its first move to acquire the 
former D.A. Blodgett Home for Children/ 
Mary Free Bed Hospital on Cherry 
St. I could fill many pages with stories 
about our ups and downs as we tackled 
something that none dared try in the 30 

years since Mary Free Bed moved to their current site. Current 
building codes, environmental sustainability, historic preservation 
and financial stewardship are rarely known to step aside for one 
another. The work of transforming old buildings into places of 
life and growth and hope is a monumental job. Yet there it stands, 
nearly rebuilt. And by the time you read this, it will have become 
the new home of ICCF.

The transformation of 920 Cherry from a moldy and rotten 
hulk to a beautiful and functional building should not surprise 
any one. Not just because ICCF has been engaged in re-building 
houses and whole neighborhoods for more than 33 years, although 
such experience did help take the edge off of our anxiety. Neither 
should it surprise anyone that this effort is fully funded. Ours is a 
profoundly generous community. 

I am certain that this building has been successfully 
transformed because God has chosen to bless and prosper ICCF’s 
ministry of restoration and transformation. It starts with our 
relationship to God being itself a gift of transformation and 
reconciliation. We have been made new through Christ’s love. 
We celebrate “the old is gone, the new has come” transformation 
by being transformers ourselves. Hundreds of rebuilt houses and 
hundreds of vacant lots transformed with sparkling new houses 

stand as testimonies to God’s love and his clear and certain call for 
justice. 

The evidence is very clear: The transforming God who loved 
us first has a commitment that goes far beyond the restoration of 
relationships with him. All that is broken, all that fails his scale of 
justice and his standards of beauty are to be made new. When we 
who are called to be his hands and voice in this work succeed by 
his grace, the wholeness and shalom God yearns for in society are 
advanced.

This God glorifying work has been proceeding for centuries. 
Some of it is very visible, like the Sistine Chapel or the 
impassioned work of Martin Luther King, Jr. whose ministry 
altered the course of human relationships forever. But much of it is 
also invisible: the patient guidance and encouragement of a teacher 
or the generosity of hundreds of volunteers who remove garbage 
from the banks of the Grand River every year.

The restoration of 920 Cherry fits in there someplace. The 
classic beauty of the stones of the building will sing out God’s 
praises for years and years to come. However, as challenging as 
this construction project was for the architect, the contractors 
and the ICCF team for the past 3½ years, the real work of 
transformation is just beginning. It will affect the Jamison family, 
the Sanchez family and all the thousands of families who walk 
through our pillars seeking opportunities for housing stability 
and independence. May every one 
of them exit through our pillars 
having experienced the gracious 
embrace of our God who 
makes all things new. 

Pillars for Opportunity

Jonathan Bradford
CEO
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reporter Carl Apple. A segment on the evening news included 
interviews with parent Jim Hoekstra, student Jason Dorr, and 
ICCF’s Jonathan Bradford.

On July 9 several parent members of the steering committee for 
the Calvin Christian High School Cornerstone project met with 
the ICCF development staff to review the challenges and rewards 
of the unique house partnership. A number of positive outcomes 
were reported. Most obvious was the beautiful new home now 
occupied by a young mother and her daughter. Another valuable 
result was the camaraderie developed in the process of the project. 
The committee was confident that 75 percent or more of the senior 
class was involved in some way: actual construction, marketing, 
inviting guests to fundraisers, collecting pop cans, and providing 
contributions through their parents. With only one exception, the 

work sessions included both students and parents volunteering side 
by side. Committee member Pam Steenstra remarked, “It led to a 
whole new circle of friends for some students,” and Vicki Bramer 
echoed, “It helped me get to know other parents.”

A third outcome was the in-depth exposure to ICCF gained 
by the Calvin Christian High School community. The steering 
committee members and students became well educated 
proponents for our ministry. Their advocacy for the house 
partnership garnered $30,000 in cash contributions and $30,000 
in in-kind gifts of material and labor from individuals and 
businesses—most of whom had no previous ICCF connections. 

The project was mentioned three times at the graduation 
ceremony. Parent Jim Hoekstra assured us, “The kids will 
remember this forever. We couldn’t have done it without you.” 

Project Cornerstone (continued from page 1)



Rental Program

Forty years ago from July 25 through 27 there were racially 
motivated riots in Grand Rapids. All but one of the businesses 
on Jefferson between Franklin and Sycamore were burned 
during the riots. The block was cleared and sat vacant for 
many years. In 1995 ICCF built five beautiful, large duplexes 
on that block which blended with the original architecture 
of the neighborhood. The homes were part of the 30 units 
constructed by ICCF in the Franklin/Jefferson neighborhood 
known as Pleasant Prospect Homes I and Pleasant Prospect 
Homes II. (see next story)

Renter’s Gratitude
We recently received a note from a long-term renter who is 

now moving out of state. Her note was attached to a copy of a 
September 1995 newspaper article and photo of her family on 

their moving in to one of ICCF’s Pleasant Prospect homes:

“Dear ICCF,
I would like to take this opportunity to personally thank 

you all for being wonderful. I am very grateful that I had the 
pleasure to rent from an outstanding organization that gives 
so much back to families and the community. Again, thank 
you for your help, understanding, patience, and comfort. Your 
thoughtfulness will never be forgotten.

Sincerely, 
Debra D. Greer”

Debra’s daughter Jahmez was 8 years old and her son Derek 
was 13 when they moved into a brand-new three-bedroom 
duplex on Jefferson. Today her son is a college graduate with 
a degree in mechanical engineering; he works in Goldsboro, 

North Carolina. Her daughter is a student at GRCC 
with plans to be a teacher. Debra says, “My ICCF 
home provided a stable and nurturing environment 
for my family in which we were able to grow.” 
She compares life to a jigsaw puzzle, and says the 
pieces began to fall into place for her life when she 
could build on the foundation of her new home. 
The stability enabled her family to focus on what 
needed their attention. “The property manager Joy 
Vonk was such a blessing to me, always available 
when I had a question.” Having lost her local job, 
Debra is moving in August to Minnesota, where 
employment opportunities and friends beckon her. 
We wish her the best!
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On April 18, ICCF’s annual Raising Roofs concert was held at 
Frederick Meijer Gardens. The performance by pianist George 
Winston was preceded by a dinner with food stations scattered 
throughout the facility’s main floor. Guests were pleased with the 
informal style and the variety of menu choices. Approximately 
400 people attended the dinner, and 500 attended the concert. 
Winston entertained the audience with his artistry at the piano and 
surprised them with his versatility on the guitar and harmonica. 
Listeners recognized many of their favorites including “Variations 
on Pachelbel Canon” and “Riders in the Sky.” 

ICCF received positive feedback on the new promotional 
DVD that was shown between the dinner and the concert. In 
addition to the $50,000+ profits received through ticket sales and 
sponsorships, ICCF was pleased to receive a check from George 
Winston out of CD sales proceeds. Beyond cash, Family Haven 

benefited from the food drive held in conjunction with the concert. 
A hearty thanks to all you readers who supported the event.

On June 21, Wynton Marsalis returned to the DeVos 
Performance Hall stage on behalf of ICCF. This time he came 
with the Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra and the Odadaa! 
drum ensemble for a performance of Congo Square. Following 
Jonathan’s welcome, the audience watched a DVD about ICCF. 
Then the music began, and the atmosphere was electric. The 
energy emanating from the ensembles was infectious. No listener 
could remain still. Hands, feet, heads, voices, bodies responded—
swaying, clapping, stomping, calling out, whistling. Words cannot 
adequately describe the aural and visual experience created by the 
musicians on stage. Blues and jazz melded with intricate African 
rhythms, revealing the relationship of American jazz to its African 
roots. The two ensembles took turns in a call and response pattern 

Rewriting History

Pleasant Prospect Homes

CONCERTS REVIEWED 



Construction News

The Real Estate Development and Management division has 
recently partnered with Jubilee Jobs to subcontract maintenance 
of ICCF vacant lots and rental sites. Jubilee Jobs counsels 
chronically unemployed and non-violent ex-offenders to help 
them find stable work. Several Jubilee employees are cutting 
and trimming grass at our sites as well as picking up trash 
to maintain vacant lots. This includes 68 properties and 12 
duplexes. So far David deVelder is very happy with how the 
partnership has worked out. It provides a financial savings for 
ICCF and makes for a wonderful way to serve the needs of the 

unemployed/underemployed population trying to get a new 
start in life after time in prison. We are grateful for this new 
partnership.

Project Neighborhood House
The Inner City Christian Federation is partnering with 

Creston Christian Reformed Church and Calvin College to 
provide a neighborhood outreach program called “Project 
Neighborhood.” Creston CRC and Calvin College are seeking 
zoning to use the property at 1335 Buffalo NE for this program. 

The house will be occupied with up to six 
Calvin College students and one mentor 
couple who will oversee activity of the 
students. The goal of this arrangement is 
to provide affordable housing for students 
who will in turn volunteer 10 hours per 
week in the neighboring community. Calvin 
College will train and oversee the students, 
Creston CRC will connect the students with 
the community, and ICCF will own and 
maintain the house. This program is intended 
to strengthen the neighborhood and Creston 
CRC’s outreach programs while allowing the 
students to develop an appreciation and love 
for the city and its residents. Calvin College 
has implemented this program in three other 
residences in the City of Grand Rapids with 
positive results. 
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Jubilee Jobs workers

ICCF Partners with Jubilee Jobs 

CONCERTS REVIEWED 

of rhythms and melodies that shimmered across the auditorium. 
The vibrant clothing colors of the Odadaa! members created a 
kaleidoscope as they moved from one instrument to another and 
danced to the music. Marsalis’s fluid body language in the second-
to-last selection perfectly mimicked the mood and sound of the 
notes played. Two hours flew by, and the audience was sad to see 
the musicians disappear when they processed offstage during the 
final number.

It was an unforgettable evening. Guests raved, and the Grand 
Rapids Press gave the show a four-star review. The musicians will 
not forget Grand Rapids either. It was the only two-night stop on 
their North American tour and the first time for many of them in 
Grand Rapids. They loved being on the river, and many of them 
enjoyed walking around downtown, listening to blues on the mall 
(although they said it sounded more like rock music than blues), 

touring Heritage Hill, and seeing all the development on Michigan 
Street’s “medical mile.” Most live in New York City and were 
impressed with how clean our city is. Marsalis took a special tour 
of our future location at 920 Cherry. He was amazed at the changes 
and said he hopes to come back again. ICCF was delighted to offer 
so special a concert. Our only regret is that many people missed it. 

We wish to thank committee volunteers Robin Haner, Marilyn 
Mulder, John Van Oene, and Barb VanNoord, who worked on 
details for the George Winston and Wynton Marsalis concerts. 
They volunteered alongside of our development team members 
Mary Bardolph, AnnaMae Bush, Lori Fedewa, and Daryl Vogel. 
Robin helped with publicity, Marilyn made nametags, John 
assisted with audiovisual needs, and Barb provided dinner-table 
décor and worked on the DeVos Hall lobby display. We appreciate 
all their contributions.



Family Haven News
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In recent years Calvin College, Grand Valley State 
University, and Ferris State University have all placed 
student interns at Family Haven. This provides an 
opportunity for students to learn a great deal about 
social work under the supervision and tutelage of ICCF’s 
experienced staff. But local colleges aren’t the only sources 
for interns. 

This summer, we have two interns at the Haven who 
are not college students. Montenia Bethany is a 16-year-
old Creston High School 10th grader who participates 
in a Jubilee Job program called Yes 4 U. She says the 
program teaches life skills “and is getting me ready for 
my future.” In addition to spending her summer as a paid 
intern, during the school year she participates in a tutoring 
program, career exploration, employability instruction, 
and computer training offered by Yes 4 U at Baxter 
Community Center. She reports that she is learning a lot 
from Deb Armstrong. “I never knew how the homeless 
system works. It is an eye-opening experience for me.”

The second summer intern is sponsored by Thornapple 
Evangelical Covenant Church. She is Claire Chardon, a senior at 
Forest Hills Northern High School this fall. She has felt called 
to work in the inner city since a youth group mission trip to 
Washington, D.C., in 2005, where she worked with children in 
Bible School and served meals at a homeless shelter. She says, “It 
was awesome to see how they have so little but still are thankful 
for so much. While I was helping them, they were helping me too. 
They showed me that I have many blessings, and to be a servant 
of God means sharing those blessings with people who are less 
fortunate.” She comes with an open heart and a willingness to 
serve. Chardon says that living in an environment where worth 

is measured in material possessions 
makes her wonder where God fits in. 
She says she would like to challenge 
herself and stretch herself “by being 
put in a different kind of environment 
where [she] can serve instead of being 
served.”

It is noteworthy that Chardon is 
serving at ICCF through the Glen 
VanNoord Short-Term Urban Missions 
Scholarship Program, named for 

a physician in the church who died unexpectedly while on a 
mission trip a number of years ago. Glen’s widow Barbara 
VanNoord is a faithful ICCF supporter and volunteer.

Family Haven Interns

Montenia Bethany interns at Family Haven

Christina and Cassie

Intern Claire Chardon

Family Profile

Christina and her 8-year-old daughter, 
Cassie, struggled for over a year to find 
appropriate, accessible housing. After 
separating from Cassie’s father in April 
2006, Christina stayed in an apartment with 
no gas or electricity. Within the next year 
she and Cassie moved five times, living with 
her mother or with friends. But each place 
proved challenging because Cassie has spina 
bifida and uses a wheelchair. Reaching one 
upstairs apartment required the help of two 
people to carry the wheelchair. Finally in 
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Home Ownership Program

In our last issue we looked at the 
session titles in the home maintenance/
home management series of classes. Listed 
below you will find the session titles for 
the financial management series of classes. 
Selected issues discussed in the classes are 
included beneath the titles. The series is 
offered in English 9-12 times a year with 
sessions spaced two weeks apart. This means 
Mary Ayers frequently teaches concurrent 
series. The series is taught fewer times in 
Spanish by Maria Gimenez or Laura Cabral. 
Participants must commit to the entire series 
and cannot get credit if they have more than 
two absences.

This education program is required for Individual 
Development Account program participants and families 
enrolled in the Family Self-Sufficiency program. Families with 
financial obstacles who are working toward home ownership, 
Employee Assisted Housing referred families, and residents 
in ICCF rental houses or at the Family Haven who so desire, 
are invited to attend. Class participants use a manual of 130+ 
pages written by ICCF staff in preparation for the classes. While 
contract fees from Housing and Urban Development or Michigan 
State Housing Development Authority cover some of the costs, 
charitable contributions cover the rest.

Mastering Money Management Skills (Spending style, •	
priorities, writing goals)

Developing a Spending Plan (Tracking spending, monthly •	
income and expenses, budget worksheets)

Credit (Managing credit, nontraditional credit, credit reports, •	
credit scoring) 

Debt Reduction and Saving (Determining debt-to-income •	
ratio, saving strategies, earned income tax credit) 

Banking Basics (Determining banking needs, balancing your •	
checkbook, managing accounts / ATM / debit cards) 

Consumer Protection (Fraud and identity theft, scams to •	
avoid, predatory lending)

Insurance and Long-Term Planning (Auto, renters, home •	
owners, mortgage, health, disability, and life insurance; 
estate planning)

Living in a Happy, Healthy Home (Family communication, •	
resolving money conflicts, neighbors, safety and security, 
saving energy, getting organized) 

May 2007 Christina’s caseworker advised her to seek emergency 
shelter through the Salvation Army, which put her in touch with 
Family Haven. 

“When I went there to sign us up, I was so nervous and scared. 
I had never been through this before. But as I was talking with 
Deb Armstrong, I realized it was not as bad as I thought it would 
be. The more I worked with Deb, I realized that there really 
are angels out there. She had found us an apartment where, for 
once, Cassie can be independent. She will finally be able to get 
herself in and out of the apartment; she will be able to reach the 
kitchen sink. The apartment is perfect for both of us! Our life was 
nothing but struggles, but now thanks to Deb and ICCF, things 

are so much better!” 
Christina says Cassie is the happiest she has been in more than 

a year. Although Cassie had been in counseling for five months 
after her father left, she was still very angry. But when they came 
to ICCF, Christina noticed a total change. Anger dissipated and 
was replaced by an eagerness (in both mother and daughter) to 
move into the apartment Deb had found for them.

“I have learned that if you believe in miracles, they will 
happen. So my advice to anyone going through a tough time 
is ‘Don’t give up.’ There is always someone close by to help! 
God looks out for everyone! Thanks for reading my story.—
Christina”

Mary Ayers leads financial management class

Family Profile

Financial Management Classes



Jeff Dombrowski was recently hired as a mortgage loan officer for 
Providence Home Mortgage. Dombrowski is a 1989 graduate of Western 
Michigan University who has had real-estate and development experience in JDS 
Land Ventures, Silverstar Mortgage, and Jalex Holding Company. He hopes his 
experience will help us to grow Providence. A competitive cyclist, he rides 5-6 
days a week and races whenever his schedule permits. Dombrowski is pleased 
to work here because “our efforts seem to have a greater reach than most jobs/
careers,” he says. Jeff and his wife, Karen, have two sons, Alex (11) and Andrew 
(7). Jeff also has a twin brother, Scott, whom he calls daily.

We are happy to report that Providence Home Mortgage has achieved nine 
closings per month, averaging $1 million, since February. Jeff Dombrowski (see above) was hired to 
help market Providence services and stimulate sales. Increased sales will require more staff to process 
mortgages. After the move to 920 Cherry Street, Providence will be looking for someone with Spanish 
and English language skills to handle the bookkeeping and help with processing.

ALWAYS REMEMBER ICCF when you are contemplating a refinance for your home or 
purchasing a new home. If you use Providence Mortgage services, the proceeds will help to support 
ICCF expenses. Call Danell Merren at 336-9333, ext. 204, or Jeff Dombrowski at 885-4416 for 
answers to your mortgage questions.
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Mission of ICCF

In response to God’s call to justice, 
the Inner City Christian Federation 
provides housing opportunities 
and services that encourage family 
responsibility and independence, 
thereby helping to build stable 
communities.
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Board 
This spring the Board of Directors welcomed Brad Haverkamp to its membership. 

Haverkamp is a Senior Vice President at JP Chase Morgan Bank. He graduated with a B.A.. in 
Economics from Calvin College in 1995 and with a M.B.A. from Western Michigan University in 
2000. He also attended the Graduate School of Commercial Lending, Michigan Bankers Association, 
in 2001. Haverkamp says, “I believe strongly in the ICCF identity statement, mission statement, 
and vision statement. . . . I believe I can expand the support base of ICCF . . . and be of value on the 
finance committee.” He and his wife, Cindy, have two daughters, Caroline and Olivia.

Staff
Elzie Honicutt is a new counselor in our Housing and Family Services 

division. He coordinates the Individual Development Account (IDA) program 
and the Employer-Assisted Housing (EAH) program. With housing counseling 
experience, Honicutt came to ICCF from his position as Director of Employment 
at Urban League. He is a graduate of Northwood University and a former 
football player who now coaches high school football and is an avid U of M 
fan. His favorite books are the Harry Potter series. His wife, Sharon, is a public 
school teacher; their children are Elzie, Jr. (5), and Jasmine (2). Regarding ICCF, 
Honicutt says, “The staff has been very welcoming and has done a great job of 
helping ease the transition of starting a new job.” His goal is to expand both programs he coordinates.

Amanda Worst is the new Supportive Housing Specialist at Family Haven. 
She has a BA in Psychology from Calvin College and is enrolled in Western 
Michigan University’s MSW program. Worst spent two years as a youth counselor 
at St. John’s Home and currently volunteers weekly at Safe haven Ministries. 
Walking, playing tennis, and reading are some of her favorite activities. “The staff 
have been wonderful! It is a blessing to serve with them and for this cause,” she 
says. “I hope to bring new ideas and fresh energy…to serve this community.”

Providence Home Mortgage Update

WELCOME to ICCF 
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ICCF exists because of the generosity of individuals, businesses, churches, and foundations. 

There are many ways you can support ICCF’s housing ministry — financial gifts, gifts of stocks, gifts of real estate, bequests, materials and time. 

We are very grateful for our faithful partners and ask that you continue to help make places for families to come home to. Thank you.

Volunteer News

Summer break brings many student volunteers to ICCF. In 
July we had over 150 high school students contribute 756 hours of 
painting, cleaning, and shed construction.

The young people came from Canada and several different 
states as well as from the Grand Rapids area.

Comenius Scholars 
program intern  
at ICCF

Calvin College places liberal 
arts majors in internships 
with non-profit organizations 
through their Comenius 
Scholars program, funded by the 
McGregor Foundation. ICCF 
benefited from the program this 
spring through the work of intern 
Kincso Borgyos. She served as 
childcare supervisor, recruiting 
and scheduling volunteers, 
organizing the childcare space, 
and helping to formulate policies. 
When her internship concluded, ICCF hired Kincso part-time for 
the summer to continue her role. She has done an excellent job, 
and we will miss her this fall.

Volunteers Make the Difference

Serve Volunteers from Alpine Ninth

Kincso Borgyos

AUTO PAY
Several of our donors are making monthly or 
quarterly contributions by way of auto pay. If 
this would simplify your support, you may wish 
to consider it.

WRITE US IN 
If you are planning to make a pledge to the Heart of Michigan United 
Way campaign, please consider designating ICCF as your charity of 
choice. Look for the box entitled Specific Care on your pledge form and 
write in the Inner City Christian Federation.


